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Introduction
The Power function distribution is a flexible life time distribution model that may offer a good fit to some sets of failure data. Theoretically Power function distribution is the inverse of Pareto distribution. Meniconi and Barry [19] discussed the application of Power function distribution. They proved that the Power function distribution is the best distribution to check the reliability of any electrical component. They used Exponential distribution, Lognornal distribution and Weibull distribution and showed from reliability and hazard function that Power function distribution is the best distribution.
The probability distribution of Power function distribution is f(x) = δ x δ−1 ; 0 < x < 1
With shape parameter δ, the interval (0, 1) Hoffman [12] first time used this distribution to model the attenuation of wireless signals traversing multiple paths. Rider [24] derived Distributions of the product and quotients of the Order Statistics from a Power function distribution. Moments of Order Statistics for a Power function Distribution were calculated by Malik [18] . Lwin [17] discussed Bayesian estimation for the scale parameter of the Pareto Distribution using a Power function prior. Ahsanullah and Kabir [3] discussed the Estimation of the location and scale parameters of a Power function distribution. Cohen and Whitten [8] used the moment and Modified Moment Estimators for the Weibull Distribution. Samia and Mohammad [26] used five modifications of moments to estimate the parameters of the Pareto Distribution. Lalitha and Anand [16] used Modified Maximum Likelihood to estimate the scale parameter of the Rayleigh Distribution. Rafiq et al. [22] discussed the parameters of the Gamma Distribution. Kang and Young (1997) estimated the parameters of a Pareto Distribution by Jackknife and Bootstrap Methods. Rafiq et al. [23] discussed the method of Fractional Moments to estimate the parameters of Weibull Distribution. Lin estimators of shape parameter using different loss functions. Section 4 comprises of derivation of Posterior Risks under different loss functions and Priors. Section 5 is based on simulation results and some remarks are given in the last Section 6.
Posterior Distributions under the Assumption of Different Priors
In this chapter Bayesian estimators and Posterior risk are found for the scale parameter of Power function distribution under various loss functions using Exponential Prior. A comparison of these estimates is also made through Monte Carlo simulation by comparing the Posterior risk of SELF, QLF and PLF using different sample sizes.
Exponential Prior distribution relating to the shape parameter δ
The Posterior distribution of shape parameter δ using Exponential Prior is
Now we use Pareto Prior, Chi-Square Prior, Quasi Prior as informative Priors and Extension of Jeffrey`s Prior as non-informative Prior because they are compatible with the parameter δ of the Power function distribution. Similarly Posterior distributions using informative and non-informative Priors for the parameter δ of the Power function distribution are derived below:
Pareto Prior relating to the shape parameter δ is:
Then the Posterior distribution of shape parameter δ using Pareto Prior is
The Chi-Square Prior relating to the shape parameter δ is given as
Similarly the Posterior distribution of shape parameter δ using Chi-Square Prior is
Quasi Prior relating to the shape parameter δ is given by
Similarly the Posterior distribution of shape parameter δ using Quasi Prior is
The Extension of Jeffrey`s Prior relating to the shape parameter δ is given by P(δ) ∝ I(δ) c ; c ∈ R + and 0 < δ < ∞ P(δ) = k n c δ 2c Similarly the Posterior distribution of shape parameter δ using Extension of Jeffrey`s Prior is
) n−2c+1 Г(n−2c+1) (6) 
Bayesian Estimation under Three Loss Functions
In statistics and decision theory a loss function is a function that maps an event into a real number intuitively representing some "cost" associated with the event. Typically it is used for parameter estimation, and the event in question is some function of the difference between estimated and true values for an instance of data. The use of above lemma is made for the derivation of results.
Squared Error Loss Function (SELF)
The squared error loss function proposed by Legendre (1805) and Gauss (1810) is defined as:
The derivation of Bayes estimator under SELF using Exponential Prior is given below:
Quadratic Loss Function (QLF)
A quadratic loss function is defined as:
for some constant C, the value of the constant makes no difference to a decision, and can be ignored by setting it equal to 1. The quadratic loss function can also be defined as
The Bayes estimator under QLF using Exponential Prior is
Precautionary Loss Function (PLF)
Norstrom (1996) introduced an asymmetric precautionary loss function (PLF) which can be presented as:
Similarly the Bayes estimator under PLF using Exponential Prior is derived as:
Posterior Risks under Different Loss Functions
The Posterior risks of the Bayes estimator under different Loss functions using Exponential Prior is:
Using Square Error Loss function (SELF):
Quadratic Loss function (QLF):
Precautionary Loss Function (PLF):
Similarly the expressions for Bayes Estimators and Posterior Risks under Pareto Prior, Chi-Square Prior, Quasi Prior and Extension of Jeffrey`s Prior can be derived in a similar manner. 
Simulation Study
Using Easy fit Software, we have generated 5,000 Random numbers from Power function Distribution with different values of Parameter δ. A program has been developed in R language to obtain the Bayesian Estimates and Posterior Risks under 10,000 replications and averages of 10,000 outputs has been presented in the tables below. 
Summary and Conclusions
The salient results of this analysis are as follow.
Sample size
The Posterior risk based on all Priors and for all loss functions, relating to the shape parameter of a Power function distribution, expectedly decreases with the increase in sample size.
SELF
1. Using the Exponential Prior, the Posterior Risk increases with increase in the value of δ. At the same level of δ, the Posterior risk decreases with for a Power function distribution with decrease in the value of δ.
